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District 1 

  Phone 

1  Tony Tadysak Anthony.Tadysak@Wisconsin.gov  262-895-9078 

2  Craig Mulder Craig.Mulder@Wisconsin.gov  608-444-5701 

3  Steve Rasmusson Steven.Rasmusson@Wisconsin.gov 608-617-2985 

Supervisor – Scott Mau Scott.Mau@Wisconsin.gov  608-261-0342 

Submit general questions to: DSPSSBElectrictech@wi.gov  

Please leave a voice mail question, calls will be returned by staff. 608-264-7823 
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2016 
Commercial Electrical 
Program 

 

 

 
A code panel will cover common electrical code violations. Two short topics will also be 
covered. The first covers hazardous locations relating to repair facilities, refueling, and CNG. 
The second is intended to assist inspectors and electricians in using the UL White book and 
some on-line tools to find listing information on electrical products. All electrical requirements 
will be based on the 2011 NEC. Six continuing education credit hours for all electrical license 
categories will be given, including Registered (Beginning) Electrician. Our Code Panel will also 
answer questions submitted by our customers. Our panel consists of Inspectors from the 
Wisconsin Chapter of International Association of Electrical Inspectors.   

Copies of both short programs and all answers to the Code questions will be made available. 
The link to these files is on our webpage. There is space in this handout for you to take notes. 
 
Here is the link to the Electrical and Lighting Program Webpage: 
 
http://dsps.wi.gov/Programs/Industry-Services/Industry-Services-Programs/Electrical-Lighting/ 
 
Here is the link to the 2013 WI Act 143 State Statue 101.862 Information: 
https://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/2013/related/acts/143 
 
Please let us know what you think of this program. We welcome your suggestions for future 
programs. Use the following link to submit your comments: 
 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/industryservicesspeakingevent 
 

http://dsps.wi.gov/Programs/Industry-Services/Industry-Services-Programs/Electrical-Lighting/
https://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/2013/related/acts/143
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/industryservicesspeakingevent
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2016 Winter Electrical Code Update  

Commercial Electrical Program 

 

 

Notes: 
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1) We have hot tubs going on some decks/patios on a high rise building. The question 

came up for bonding within 5 feet horizontally and 12 feet vertically of these hot tubs. 

The door and window frames, exposed metal trims, water faucet, sprinkler head and 

railing are within this range. Do we have to bond these items? 

 

 

2) I would like to use a listed “cable management system” to route cords and cables from 

the outlets in the wall to the cardio machines in my gym. I plan to secure them to the 

floor, route the cables and cords through it, then snap on the protective cover. Is either 

of these products acceptable? 

 

 

3) We installed the electrical wiring for an underground lift pump station. The pumps and 

floats were supplied with 30' cords. We had to use a junction box to splice the cords to 

wiring that connects to control cabinet. The junction box is outside of the wet well, is 

the junction box classified as Class I Division I or Division 2? Is RMC or IMC required from 

the junction box to the control cabinet? The control cabinet is located above ground in a 

non-hazardous area. 

 

 

4) This is the one-line drawing for a solar PV install I am installing. Can I connect this panel 

to the existing metering equipment provided I have proper lugs? I am trying to avoid 

removing a brand new 200 amp service panel. 

 

 

5) Is an emergency disconnect switch required for a stand-alone 120 volt diesel fuel pump? 
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6) A local pharmacy has a dedicated room for providing patients with flu shots. Is this 

considered patient care? There are two receptacle outlets.   One is located in the wall 

and about 18-inches AFF and the other one is above the countertop with the sink.   Are 

Hospital Grade receptacles required? GFCI protection for either one? 

 

 

7) When is Ground Fault Protection for equipment required to be tested? What does the 

test consist of? 

 

 

8) Can you tell me if the installation of Low Voltage Wiring requires an electrician's license 

in the state of WI? 

 

 

9) Is it permissible to allow the concrete encased electrode to be turned up and out of 

concrete and then attached to a #4 copper? 

 

 

10) Is it permissible to use the poured wall section as a concrete encased electrode? One 

side of the poured wall foundation will be in contact with the earth. The other side 

would be covered with 2 inches of insulating foam. 

 

 

11) A contractor is installing a 3000 amp 480/277 service. He will be using the 6 disconnect 

rule. The largest beaker will have the trip set at 900 amps. However, it is a 1200 amp 

frame size. Would this require any ground fault protection? 
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12) An industrial facility in our city is installing retrofit kits in their fluorescent lights. Should 

the retrofit kits be listed? 

 

 

13) Could you please tell me when separate metering became a state requirement?   

 

 

14) Can I use SER cable for a temporary feeder in a City Park for a Holiday light show?  

 

 

15) We are running 6 sets of parallel 500 kcmil aluminum conductors to a 2000 amp rated 

service. How do I determine the correct ampacity of the conductors? 

 

 

16) In an operating room I need to install one 240 volt 20 amp receptacle outlet for specific 

equipment. The isolation panel is not capable of supplying 240 volts.                                                                                                                                               

Is it ok to do this? 

 

 

17) I’m working on a new dormitory building. Each sleeping unit is equipped with a living 

room, bedroom, closet and bathroom.  There is no permanent provision for cooking. Are 

these units treated as dwelling units?  Are the requirements for TR receptacles, AFCI and 

GFCI protection applicable? 
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18) I am a licensed electrician but in MN.  If I become licensed in WI (master electrician 

license), can I pull my own permit and install the electrical?  Or can I do both with my 

current MN license? 

 

 

19) Are occupancy sensors required for control of lighting in the bathrooms of commercial 

buildings? 

 

 

20) We used PVC conduit to wire overhead lighting in a new free stall barn. The inspector 

indicated we need to install expansion joints in the straight conduit runs between the 

receptacle boxes. The lights are about 30-feet apart. Are the expansion joints required? 

 

 

21) We installed a 150 kva, 3-phase transformer. Copper is expensive so we would like to 

use paralleled 4/0 Aluminum to supply the secondary panel. The calculated load is 289-

amperes and we plan to use a panel with a 400-amp aluminum buss. Is this OK? 

 

 

22) We have an employee who installs electrical wiring in our facility. We are licensed as a 

RCAC or residential care facility. Does our employee have to be licensed as an 

electrician? What are her options as far as the type of license needed to perform her 

work? 

 

 

23) I have an application where we are replacing old panelboards in separate tenant spaces 

of a building. The existing panels are main lug only. The main distribution panel is 

located in the basement electrical room. Do the new panels require a main breaker? 
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24) Are tamper resistant receptacles required in guest rooms of hotels? Is AFCI protection 

required for lighting and receptacle outlets where located in guest rooms of hotels? 

 

 

25) The clay soils in my area are prone to frost heaving. Can I require direct-buried cables to 

have a "s-loop" at the point where it enters the conduit used to protect the cables at 

point of emergence? 

 

 

 

 

26)  We are wiring an addition to a service garage. The new service bays will have what they 

are calling a ramp. Basically it is a service pit with an open end. The open end will also 

extends into an area where they store their tools, supplies, and spare parts at that lower 

level. Does the storage area have to be classified the same as the pit? Venting the pit is 

not likely. 

 

 

27) Can I connect loads to the Life Safety, Critical, and Equipment Branch in a hospital if they 

are not specifically called out in the Code? 

 

 

28) The NEC requires that abandoned fire alarm cable that is not terminated at equipment 

other than a connector, and not identified for future use with a tag shall be 

removed.  Do abandoned notification appliances such as pull-stations of heat detectors 

have to be removed also? Since the devices are still visible, there is the appearance of 

fire alarm coverage. 
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29) I have existing master/satellite T8 fixtures and am converting them to LED retrofits. The 

retrofits have LED drivers for each fixture. The contractor would like to use the 

conductors and raceway to feed the driver for the slave fixture. Can they use the 

raceway and existing conductors based on the reduced load? Would the strapping 

requirements for Flexible Metal Conduit be required? 

 

 

30) I’m designing the electrical system for a major repair garage. It includes an adjacent 

office area.  I’m struggling with the classification for the adjacent area. How are areas 

adjacent to the repair area required to be classified?   

 

31) Can MC cable be unsupported from a junction box to a light fixture? From one light 

fixture to another? The fixtures are not being used as a raceway. 

 

 

32) I plan to install chain hung, cord connected electric-discharge luminaires (Fluorescent 

fixtures) in a large industrial facility. The owner would like the flexibility to adjust the 

fixtures and does not want them to be cord and plug connected. Can the fixtures be 

hard wired with flexible cord? 

 

 

33) A new addition is going on that will require an additional electrical service.  This service 

is 480 volt.  There is an existing 3000 amp 120/208 volt service on the other side of the 

building.  1000’ away is where the water comes into the building.  From that water entry 

point, a 3” water pipe will go through the school and past the new 480 volt electrical 

service. Do we need to pull a ground wire all the way back to the water service entrance 

to bond at that location, or can we connect to the 3” water line at our closest point in 

the new addition? 
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34) I have a question concerning the 8’ rule for service entrance conductors.  SPS 

316.230.3(b) limits the length of “service entrance cable not contained within a 

raceway" to 8-feet once the cable has entered the building. Do we count the total 

conductor length including the stripped ends of the cable? 

 

 

35) Are tattoo parlors licensed as health care providers per State Statues? Does Article 517 

apply to the electrical installation? 

 

 

36) What are the requirements for emergency lighting regarding open areas with no fixed 

furniture or architectural appurtenances? Some lighting designers/inspectors are under 

the impression that they can define an egress path, and that path would be the only 

area that would require emergency lighting. 

 

 

 

 

37) I am remodeling an existing retail store and the inspector is requiring that the existing 

conduits and boxes be lowered to meet the code keeping 1-1/2" clearance from the 

roof deck. The owner wants to install new fixtures form the existing boxes.    Do we 

indeed need to comply with a new code that was not in place at the time of the original 

install? 

 

38) We cannot physically install conduit into fixed office furniture in a health care facility. 

We can install healthcare rated mc cable.  Can we use mc cable and fish it into office 

partitions used for nursing stations. The health care administrator says the circuits are 

to be on critical branch. 
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39) Do 2x4 fluorescent lay-in ceiling lights need to be wired with redundant grounds in a 

medical clinic setting? The lights are greater than 7-1/2' from the ground and should not 

come in contact with personnel. 

 

 

40) I have a commercial building that at one time had two tenants in it with separation 

walls. Now this has been turn into a single business and the walls have been opened up. 

It has a two meter socket with two separate 100 ampere panels. They are now using 

both panels to serve the circuits through the building. Is this permitted? 

 

 

41) A Level 1 EPSS was installed at a hospital. Originally the building design had the EPSS in a 

room separated from the service equipment by a door. The door was omitted during 

construction. The electrical service is 3000 amperes and 480/277 volts. Would NFPA 110 

7.2.2 permit this installation? 

 

 

42) An elevator is required to have stand-by power. The basement is below the water level. 

A generator will supply the power for the pumps to keep the water out of the 

basement. Are the pumps permitted on the Legally-required standby system (NEC 

Article 701) that supplies power to the elevator? 

 

 

43) I thought telephone wire in elevator machine rooms had to be in conduit to be 

considered "protected".  An elevator inspector has been seeing telephone wire in 

flexible ribbed plastic sheathing and in rigid plastic stick-on wire-mold type 

material.  Are those acceptable? 
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44) Is a licensed electrician required to install temporary wiring that falls under the Scope of 

Article 590? 

 

 

45) Can we use a listed LED or Electric discharge luminaire with integral modular supply 

receptacle and the factory supplied power cord and meet code? 

 

 

46) Can you refresh my memory on what the time for selective coordination is to? Is it .1 

seconds or.01seconds? 

 

 

47) Regarding electronic overload protection, do we set the dial at the FLA of the motor or 

at 125% of the motor? 

 

 

48) Do you know of any DSPS regulations that stipulate separation between the prime 

mover of a generator and building openings such as the fresh air intake(s) for HVAC? 

The NEC and SPS 316 do not address this issue. 

 

 

49) A technical college auto repair shop installed new drop cord receptacles that are not 

GFCI protected in the shop area. This is a classroom even though it is a repair area and 

falls under the scope of NEC 511. Is GFCI protection required for these receptacles? 
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50) Can I use an FS style threaded box directly below the roof decking on a 

commercial building? It is legal for me to use IMC and rigid pipe. This box has the same 

make up as the conduit system? What if I put a ¼ inch metal plate above the box for 

physical protection? 

 

 

51) A 120-volt 15 ampere receptacle is to be installed inside a generator to power a battery 

charger and block heater. Does this receptacle require GFCI protection? The generator is 

located outdoors. The receptacle is installed “inside” the generator. The installer and 

manufacturer worry about nuisance tripping of the GFCI. 

 

52) Can a branch circuit panelboard be located in a fire pump room? 

 

53) Does the NEC Require an Arc Flash Analysis study? What are the NEC & SPS 

316 requirements for Arc Flash Hazard Warning Labels? 

 

54) We are remodeling a 1960’s apartment building. The panels are located in the 

bathrooms of the apartments. I am supposed to run some new circuits to the panel for a 

second kitchen circuit, dishwasher and more lighting. The inspector says I have to move 

the panels out of the bathroom per NEC 240.24(E). Is he right? 

 

 

55) I have a store front for a restaurant that has more than 20 feet of window. The main 

window extends from about 2 feet above the floor to 10 feet above the floor. 14 inches 

above these windows is another row of windows that are about 3 feet high and run the 

same distance as the lower windows. Do I need show window outlets above both sets of 

windows? 
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56) I tapped a 100 feeder off a 1200 amp feeder using the 10’ tap rule. I used #2 copper 

THHN/THWN conductors. The inspector said the wire wasn’t big enough. I had 100 amp 

fuses in the disconnect and NEC 310.15(B)(16) says #2 THHN/THWN is good for 115 

amps in the 75 degree chart. The inspector said this was a violation. Is he correct? 

 

 

57) I installed a 480 volt transformer in a building to supply 120/208 volt loads. I ran metal 

flexible conduit from the transformer about 3 feet to an EMT which went to my panel. 

Can I use the flexible conduit as to serve as the supply side bonding jumper. Can I use a 

wire and jumper around the flex? 

 

 

58) I installed a 75 kVA transformer to feed a panel located 80 feet from the transformer. 

The panel has a 200 amp main overcurrent device in it. The inspector said I had to install 

a disconnect with Overcurrent Protection near the transformer. Is this correct? The wire 

is well protected per NEC 450.3(B). 

 

 

59) I am installing a temporary service. The utility says the available short circuit current is 

42,000 Amperes. The permanent service will meet this when we set it. Is the temporary 

service required to have a short circuit current rating of 42,000 Amperes? 

 

 

60) My question relates to GFP protection of a 480Y/277 Volt 3-phase 4-wire wye system.  If 

you have a 1200 Amperes main lug panel board with the largest installed breaker being 

a 225A 3ph breaker is GFP required?   
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61) There is this high-rise residential building that was remodeled some time ago. I notice 

that the dryers, about 20 to 30, located in the utilities rooms of each floor, are 

connected with 3 prong receptacles. I opened one of them and noticed that there is not 

a grounding jumper to the neutral. Is this the norm on this type of building? 

 

 

62) Is compensation for voltage drop a recommendation or requirement? 

 

 

63) Are anti-short bushings required for both Type AC and Type MC cable terminations? 

 

 

64) Any thought on why the NEC and NFPA 70E do not clearly define all electrical equipment 

that has a potential flash hazard to be labeled? (Example: disconnect switch at 200 A 

feeding an HVAC unit requiring PPE Category 3). 

 

65) Can EMT be used over 600 volts? 

 

66) Are special EMT fittings required for use in wet locations? 

 

67) My inspector states that the NEC requires each corner of the ceiling grid where a 

recessed fixture is installed be secured to the building structure. Is this correct? 

 

 

68) In hospitals, the wiring of the emergency system shall be mechanically protected by 

installation in nonflexible metal raceways. Must these raceways be painted red? 
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69) I am being charged for an electrical permit but no one is inspecting the work in 

commercial buildings.   What can I do? 

 

 

70) Can the breaker box be enclosed in a sealed box?  I can build a box from ridged food 

processing approved washboard and plywood and seal the door with Teflon weather 

stripping and install a tight latch?  

 

 

71) Does a floor receptacle outlet serving a dental chair need GFCI protection? 

 

72) I am doing a new CBRF building and the local inspector is suggesting that we get state 

inspection.  I am wondering if this is required and also what is your availability to 

perform the inspection.  Is there a state form to send in? Do you charge a permit fee?   

 

73) We have a design question regarding the emergency egress exiting a building. The 

project is an ambulatory surgery center and professional office building. In the future 

(unknown time frame) the facility will become a full I-2 occupancy. We are designing as 

much as we can to an I-2. 

The question that arose is, does the lighting egress need to provide illumination 

extending just past the width of the exterior door opening or does it need to extend to 

the site’s property line? 

 

 

 

 

74) Is there anything in the NEC and/or SPS 316 that would prohibit the use of a Class 2 

rated Fire Alarm Cable for wiring a class 2 lighting system? For example: A fire alarm 

cable is used to connect the load side of a class 2 power supply, to a LED luminaire. I 

have not found anything in Art 760 or 725 that prohibit this. Assuming that the lighting 

system is listed for use with this cable, and also the cable listing allows for this type of 

installation as well, would this be acceptable? 


